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One of the main existing problems in Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology is the tag collision problem.When several
tags try to respond to the reader under the coverage of the same reader antenna their messages collide, degrading bandwidth and
increasing the number of transmitted bits. An anticollision protocol, based on the classical Binary Tree (BT) protocol, with the
ability to decrease the number of bits transmitted by the reader and the tags, is proposed here. Simulations results show that the
proposed protocol increases the throughput with respect to other recent state-of-the-art protocols while keeping a low energy
consumption of a passive RFID system.

1. Introduction

The Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology use
is being increased in applications where autoidentification
methods are needed [1–5]. RFID is used to identify codes
stored in devices, called tags, using radio frequency waves.
These tags are attached to different objects which can be iden-
tified without an existing line of sight. RFID is a low intrusive
technology which can be easily adapted to the Internet of
Things [2].

An RFID system is basically composed of two elements: a
reader andone ormore tags.The reader is an electronic device
with a RF module, a control unit, and one or more antennas
which establish a bidirectional communication with the sec-
ond device, the tags; tags include an IC-chip and an antenna
and are attached to the object to be identified. Tags can
be active (battery-powered) or passive (obtain power from
reader’s signal). Passive tags are widely used due to their low
price and the absence of batteries; however, they have a lower
coverage than the active ones.This paper is focused onpassive
RFID systems consisting of a reader and different numbers of
passive tags.

Typically, an RFID systemmay contain several tags coex-
isting and transmitting to the reader at the same time using
the same channel (the air).This fact can cause the cancellation
of tags’ responses.The reader may not be able to decode their
waveforms and tags will be forced to retransmit their mes-
sages causing a decrease in the time needed to be identified
and an increase in the energy consumed by the reader. This
problem is called the tag collision problem [1].

This problem is faced using anticollision protocols. Sev-
eral protocols are presented in the literature and can be
mainly classified into Aloha based and tree based protocols
[3]. Aloha based protocols, classified as probabilistic since
tags’ responses, are randomly organized and distribute re-
sponses among slots. The current standard EPC global Class
1 Gen 2 [6] belongs to this category. Research in these types
of protocols is focused on the optimal distribution of tags’
responses in a timeline. Tree based protocols, on the other
hand, are classified as deterministic since they are supposed
to read all the tags in the interrogation zone [3]. These
protocols usually split the set of tags upon collisions until
achieving a successful response from all the tags; however,
some recent solutions provide an estimation phase to define
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initial subsets which are easier to be identified by the reader
[7, 8].

The energy consumption of an anticollision protocol has
been directly related to active RFID systems due to the
use of batteries in active tags [9–12]. Passive RFID systems
are increasingly being used with portable readers which
means that the energy consumed by the reader is becoming
important, and the anticollision protocol used affects it [13].
A deep analysis of the energy consumption of anticollision
protocols in passive RFID is given in [14]. The window
procedure is presented and applied to the query tree (QT)
protocol [15], in the query window tree protocol (QwT), to
decrease the energy consumed by a passive RFID system.
QwT manages to decrease the number of bits transmitted by
the tags which produces a significant decrease in the energy
consumed by the reader. The use of the window forces the
anticollision protocol to add a new type of slot, called go-on
slot, which increases the total number of slots and, therefore,
the total number of bits transmitted by the reader. This is
specially problematic when the reader is asking the tags for
the last part of their identification code (ID), since it needs to
transmit longer commands [14].

This paper presents the contribution of a new protocol
called binary window tree (BwT). This protocol proposes
adding an additional internal counter to the tags which
indicates the last bit of their transmitted ID.Thismodification
allows the adoption of the window in BT. Additionally, the
reader is adapted to working with the window which is tuned
to dynamically adapt its size during the procedure of the
identification using tags with memory. This protocol is later
compared to other state-of-the-art protocols in the literature.
The results show that the novel proposed protocol increases
the throughput of the RFID systemwhile it saves energy using
passive tags.

Subsequently, the rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 provides background information and related work
on anticollision protocols. Section 3 presents the proposed
BwT protocol. In Section 4 the simulation results of the com-
parison with state-of-the-art protocols are presented. And
Section 5 concludes this paper.

2. Background

In order to properly understand the proposed work, some
concept definitions are introduced here:

(i) A slot determines the period of time that includes a
reader command and a tag response.This time is usu-
ally fixed, but some state-of-the-art works consider it
dynamic, as is the case of this work. Three types of
slots are usually considered upon the number of tags’
responses: a collision occurs when more than one tag
responds in the same slot period; a success slot is given
when only one tag responds to a reader command;
and an idle slot occurs when no tag responds to a
reader command.

(ii) An interrogation cycle is the period of time the reader
needs to identify the whole set of available tags. An
interrogation cycle is composed of several slots.
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Figure 1: Example of a collision/idle/success/go-on slot in the
transmission model used.

(iii) The metric throughput is conceived as the number of
read tags in the unit of time.

Using these main concepts the transmission model
between the reader and the tags can be explained.This model
assumes an ideal channel for transmissions.No physical-layer
and no capture effect (when the reader decodes only the
tag response with the highest power in a collision slot) are
considered here. All tags in the antenna range remain cor-
rectly energized during the interrogation cycle; all tags’
responses are synchronized; and lastly, a collision occurs only
when two different messages or bits are simultaneously trans-
mitted since error transmissions are not considered. These
assumptions are extensively made in other similar anticolli-
sion protocol works proposed [7, 8, 14, 16]. The transmission
model is explained below.

2.1. Transmission Model. The transmission model used is de-
fined in [6], which corresponds to the EPC global C1G2
standard.

Figure 1 shows the link timing of the three types of slots
mentioned (collision, idle, and success) and the go-on slot
explained below. Also, in Definition of Symbols andVariables
a list of all the variables used in the paper is included. The
reader starts transmissions using commands during time
𝑡𝑅. The reader holds the RF downlink carrier, also called
continuous wave CW, so that tags can harvest energy and
respond with their ID. After every reader command there is a
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Figure 2: Example of an identification cycle with BT.

time 𝑇1 needed for the tags to generate their responses and a
time 𝑇2 needed for the reader to receive all the transmissions;
a slot will be considered idle when the reader waits for the
tags’ responses for a time 𝑇3. Additionally, the tag’s response
is produced during time 𝑡𝑇.

With respect to the energy consumption model, 𝐸 rep-
resents the energy consumed by the reader. It is a function
of the time it spends transmitting and receiving information.
An energy model is proposed where the reader transmits the
command and the CW to power up passive tags with power
𝑃𝑡𝑥. In addition, the reader will require extra power 𝑃𝑟𝑥 when
receiving data from the tags.Therefore, the expression used to
calculate the total energy consumed during the interrogation
cycle is shown in

𝐸 = 𝐸𝑐 + 𝐸𝑖 + 𝐸𝑠

=
𝑐+𝑠

∑
𝑗=0

[𝑃𝑡𝑥 × (𝑡𝑅𝑗 + 𝑇1 + 𝑡𝑇𝑗 + 𝑇2) + 𝑃𝑟𝑥 × 𝑡𝑇𝑗]

+
𝑖

∑
𝑗=0

[𝑃𝑡𝑥 × (𝑡𝑅𝑗 + 𝑇1 + 𝑇3)] .

(1)

Here, 𝐸𝑐, 𝐸𝑠, and 𝐸𝑖 represent the energy consumed
during collision, success, and idle slots and 𝑐, 𝑠, and 𝑖 represent
the number of collision, success, and idle slots, respectively.

2.2. RelatedWork. Here, some of themost relevant tree based
protocols in the literature are presented. This will later be
simulated and compared in Section 4.

2.2.1. Binary Tree Protocol. The Binary Tree (BT) protocol
was firstly applied to RFID by Hush andWood in [17]. It uses

a tree to organize and identify all the tags into the reader’s
antenna range. Every time a collision occurs between tags’
responses the responding tags are split into two different
subgroups. These subgroups become increasingly smaller
until they are split into two tags, which can therefore be
identified (see Figure 2).

The reader consecutively interrogates all these subgroups
and tags outside these groups which wait until their subgroup
is chosen for the interaction with the reader. Every time the
protocol reaches a leave of the tree, the reader identifies the
tag and goes back to the last subgroup produced which starts
to be split in a similar manner.

Bertsekas and Gallager then included an internal counter
on every tag which they modify upon the reader commands
[18]. The reader can indicate the three possible slot states.
Upon an idle slot, tags decrease their counters by 1; upon
a collision slot, transmitting tags choose between 0 and 1
randomly, and waiting tags increase their counter by 1; upon
a success, the transmitting tag goes to sleepmode and the rest
of the tags decrease their counters by 1.

2.2.2. Fast Tree Traversal Protocol. Choi et al. proposed the
Fast Tree Traversal Protocol (FTTP) [7] that uses the Maxi-
mum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) to calculate the number
of available tags on the internal nodes of the left branch of the
tree.

The protocol uses BT until the first tag is identified.
This process covers the full left branch of the tree. Then,
the protocol goes step by step back on the different internal
nodes and calculates the number of available tags on the
right branch of those nodes using MLE. FTTP estimates that
the number of tags available on the right branch should be
equal to the number of tags on the left one which is already
known.This is used tomodify the internal counters of the tags
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Figure 3: Example of a communication slot between the reader and a tag.

and separate their responses. FTTP then uses BT whenever a
collision is produced during the identification.

2.2.3. Optimal Binary Tracking Tree Protocol. A BT based
protocol with a bit estimator and bit tracking technology,
referred to as the Optimal Binary Tracking Tree (OBTT)
protocol, is given in [8]. It first employs a bit estimation algo-
rithm to estimate the existing number of tags. Tags choose
to swap one of the bits in a 1-bit string. This string is split
into 𝑥 = 1/𝑘 − 1 segments of the tag ID length 𝑘 and each
portion is transmitted separately to the reader. The reader
uses Chebyshev’s inequality [16] to calculate the estimated
number of bits 𝑛with the number of selected and nonselected
bits received in the tags’ responses. Once 𝑛 is obtained, the
optimal number of queries 𝑚 to initialize a query stack is
calculated using 𝑚 = 0.595824 𝑛. Afterwards, 𝑚 queries are
generated and pushed onto the stack. The rest of the process
is solved using BT. Although the slot efficiency obtained by
OBTT is very high, the preprocessing increases the energy
consumption of the protocol, especially when 𝑥 > 1.

2.2.4. Query Window Tree (QwT). A protocol named Query
window Tree (QwT) protocol which uses a methodology
to manage the number of bits transmitted by the tags is
presented in [14].The “window” is a bit string of size𝑊, where
0 < 𝑊 < 𝑘, responded to by the tags instead of their
full ID. The QwT is a modification of the query tree (QT)
protocol [15] which includes the window methodology in
tags’ responses. As in QT, the reader transmits a command
filled with a bit string, called query of length 𝐿, and the value
of 𝑊 calculated at the reader side. Tags compare the query
with their initial part of their ID and those matching the
reader’s query respond exclusively to the following number
of bits specified by𝑊 from the ID.

Three possible slot statuses can happen at the reader side,
idle, collision, and success, as well as in QT. However, QwT
introduces a new type of slot called go-on, when the reader
receives similar windows of one or more tags simultaneously
and obeys the following condition 𝐿 + 𝑊 < 𝑘. In this case,
the reader has not received the full ID of the tag; therefore it
cannot consider the tag identified.

The window alleviates tags from transmitting large num-
ber of bits upon a collision. However, low𝑊 values can cause

the number of go-on slots to increase. Heuristic function (2)
is proposed in [14] which provide an updated𝑊 value in case
of a go-on slot to decrease its number. 𝛽 parameter is used to
tune the heuristic function.

𝑊 = 𝑘
(𝑘 − 𝛽)2

× 𝐿2. (2)

Using the window, tags transmit fewer bits than that of
the QT to be identified. However, the number of reader bits
required by QwT is larger than that of QT since it uses a lot
of longer queries than the latter.

3. The Proposed BwT Protocol

Here the BwT protocol is presented. This protocol imple-
ments the window methodology into BT. BwT tags use two
counters: a slot counter SC and a bit counter BC; and the
reader, on the other hand, uses another counter 𝑟𝐵𝐶. All tags
update their SC on every slot and transmit when 𝑆𝐶 = 0.
The BC indicates the first bit of its ID to transmit and is
updated adding the 𝑊 value only when the tag is in the
transmitting state (𝑆𝐶 = 0) and a notification of a go-on
slot is received. Therefore, whenever a tag has its counter
𝑆𝐶 = 0, it transmits𝑊 bits starting from BC bit (see Figure 3)
and a cyclic redundancy check code (CRC), similar to that
demanded on the EPC C1G2 standard [6], to differentiate
their responses at the reader.

The reader of BwT follows the same procedure on every
slot. First, it receives the window transmitted by the tags and
checks the type of slot it has received. According to the type
of slot, the reader updates its counter 𝑟𝐵𝐶 to monitor the
length of the already acquired ID of the transmitting tag or
tags and calculates the new𝑊 value to be transmitted. Then,
it transmits a new command containing the status of the last
slot received and the newly calculatedW.

As mentioned before, slots can be idle, success, collision,
and go-on. Pseudocode for the BwT reader and tags is shown
in Algorithms 1 and 2 to perform an identification cycle. This
pseudocode is executed during a specified time until all the
tags in the interrogation zone are identified. In the beginning,
the reader is initialized with 𝑟𝐵𝐶 = 0 and𝑊 = 1. The new
command is assembled with the type of the last slot and the
value of𝑊 and is broadcast to the tags.
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(1) Command = 𝜀
(2)𝑊 = 1
(3) 𝑟𝐵𝐶 = 0
(4) 𝑡𝑎𝑔𝐼𝐷 = []
(5) 𝑘 = 𝐼𝐷.length
(6) while(unidentified tags) do
(7) broadcast(Command,W)
(8) [winID,crcOK] = receiveResponses
(9) if isempty(winMatch) then Command = Idle
(10) else crcOK==0 then
(11) Command = Collision;𝑊 = 1
(12) LIFOpush(tagID)
(13) else
(14) tagID = tagID+winID
(15) rBC = tagID.length
(16) if 𝑟𝐵𝐶 +𝑊 < 𝑘 then
(17) Command = Go-On
(18) 𝑊 = 𝑓(𝑟𝐵𝐶)
(19) else
(20) Command = Success
(21) 𝑊 = 1; LIFOpop(tagID)

Algorithm 1: Pseudocode of BwT. Reader procedure.

(22) sleep = false
(23) 𝑆𝐶 = 0; 𝐵𝐶 = 0
(24) 𝑛𝑊 = 1; 𝑜𝑊 = 1
(25) while (not sleep) do
(26) receive(Command,nW)
(27) switchCommand
(28) case Idle:
(29) SC=SC−1
(30) case Collision:
(31) ifSC==0 then SC=rand()%2
(32) else SC=SC+1
(33) case Go-On:
(34) ifSC==0 then 𝐵𝐶 = 𝐵𝐶 + 𝑜𝑊
(35) case Success:
(36) ifSC==0 then sleep=true
(37) else SC=SC−1
(38) ifSC==0 then
(39) backscatter(ID[BC:BC+nW]); 𝑜𝑊 = 𝑛𝑊

Algorithm 2: Pseudocode of BwT. Tag procedure.

After a certain period of time or after receiving a response,
the reader identifies the type of slot according to the CRC
consistency and takes the following actions depending on the
slot identified:

(i) Idle slot (Algorithm 1 line (9)): when no response is
received, the reader broadcasts a new command “Idle” with
an invariant𝑊.

(ii) Collision slot (Algorithm 1 lines (10)−(12)) occurs
when the reader decodes the received windows and these
are not CRC consistent. The reader needs to remember the
already acquired ID since it may belong to different tags with
a common partial ID. Therefore, the accumulated tag ID

received at that point is stored into a Last Input First Output
(LIFO) stack. Then the reader indicates the new command
“Collision” with𝑊 set to 1 and broadcasts it to the tags.

(iii) Go-on slot (Algorithm 1 lines (16)−(18)) is when the
CRC validates the received window and the condition 𝑟𝐵𝐶 +
𝑊 < 𝑘 is met. The reader updates the partial ID received and
its length with the received window (Algorithms 1 lines (14)-
(15)). Then, 𝑊 is updated using the exponential heuristic
function shown in (3). How 𝑊 is adjusted is given in
Section 3.1.

𝑓 (𝑟𝐵𝐶) = 𝑘 (1 − 𝑒−𝛽×𝑟𝐵𝐶) . (3)

This expression is a practiced deduction to balance the num-
ber of tag transmitting bits and go-on slots. It allows the
reader to choose small 𝑊 when the probability of collision
is prone to increase, providing a small colliding tag bit rate;
while it offers larger 𝑊 when 𝑟𝐵𝐶 increases (and, thus, the
probability of collision decreases), contributing to decrease of
the number of go-on slots. In addition, this𝑊 value is always
delimited by the expression

𝑊 =
{
{
{

𝑓 (𝑟𝐵𝐶) , 𝑊 ≤ 𝑘 − 𝑟𝐵𝐶
𝑘 − 𝑟𝐵𝐶, 𝑊 > 𝑘 − 𝑟𝐵𝐶.

(4)

Lastly, a new command “go-on” with the calculated 𝑊 is
broadcast to the tags.

(iv) Success slot (Algorithm 1 lines (20)-(21)) is when the
CRC validates the receivedwindow and the tag ID is uniquely
defined: 𝑟𝐵𝐶+𝑊 = 𝑘.Then, the ID is stored in a database and
a new partially received ID is popped from the LIFO stack to
continue the identification of the rest of the tags.

The tags’ operation in Algorithm 2 line (25) starts receiv-
ing the reader’s command and acts differently if they have
transmitted in the previous slot (𝑆𝐶 = 0).

(v) If tags remained silent in the previous slot, they update
their SC counter adding in case of collision (Algorithm 2 line
(32)) or subtracting for idle or success (Algorithm 2 lines
(29), (37)).

(vi) If a tag transmitted in the previous slot (𝑆𝐶 = 0), it
performs differently. Upon a collision, the tag chooses a new
SC randomly between 0 and 1; in case of success it goes to
“sleep” state until the next interrogation cycle; and in case of
a go-on command, the tag updates its BC counter with the
previous 𝑊 transmitted (oW), transmits by backscattering
the immediately received𝑊 bits (nW) from the bit indicated
by BC, and attaches the calculated CRC in the response.

An example of an identification of three tags using BwT
is shown in Table 1.This example shows how the counters are
updated upon the different types of slots.

3.1. Tuning 𝛽 in BwT. As previously explained, the reception
of a CRC consistent tag response does not necessarily mean
the identification of a tag.Theuse of thewindow can cause the
tag response to be only part of the ID; that is, 𝑟𝐵𝐶 +𝑊 < 𝑘.

There is a need of dynamically recalculating𝑊 in order to
decrease the number of go-on slots while keeping the number
of tag transmitting bits low. The higher the value of 𝑊, the
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Table 1: Example of an identification cycle of BwT.

Slot Reader Tag 1-0001011 Tag 2-1001010 Tag 3-1110001 Reader interpretation
rBC [tagID] LIFO Command W SC BC SC BC SC BC

(1) 0 [ ] { } 𝜀 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 X
(2) 0 [ ] { } Collision 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
(3) 1 [1] { } Go-on 6 1 0 0 1 0 1 X
(4) 1 [1] {1} Collision 1 2 0 1 1 0 1 1
(5) 2 [11] {1} Go-on 5 2 0 1 1 0 2 10001
(6) 1 [1] { } Success 1 1 0 0 1 Sleep — 0
(7) 2 [10] { } Go-on 5 1 0 0 2 1010
(8) 0 [ ] { } Success 1 0 0 Sleep — 0
(9) 1 [0] { } Go-on 6 0 1 1011
(10) 0 [ ] { } Success 1 Sleep — —

lower the number of go-on slots and the higher the number of
tag transmitting bits. A desirable behavior can be found using
exponential equation (3) to search for a balance between these
parameters.The parameter 𝛽 is tuned in order to seek for that
balance.

The simulation results of the energy consumed by the
RFID reader to identify 1 tag, the throughput of the system,
and the number of slots and reader bits needed per tag for
different values of 𝛽 are shown in Figure 4 under a set of 1000
tags (more details about the simulation parameters are also
given in Section 4). The results show that for 𝛽 = [0,13–0,27]
the energy consumed by the reader, and the number of slots,
and reader bits per tag are at their lowest values and the
throughput shows the highest values achieving a compen-
sated balance between go-on slots and tag transmitting bits.
Therefore, a value of 𝛽 = 0,2 is chosen for the comparison
with the state-of-the-art protocols.

4. Simulation Results

This section presents the simulation results of the proposed
protocol using Matlab R2016b with an evaluation of the out-
comes. A comparison between the proposed BwT protocol
and the presented protocols in Section 2.2, BT [17], FTTP [7],
OBTT [8], and QwT [14], is presented here.

A scenario with one reader and a varying set of tags
from 100 to 1000 tags is proposed. These tags are uniformly
distributed and 𝑘 is assumed as 128 bits since it is the most
common ID length that is currently used in the standard EPC
C1G2 (96 bits of Electronic ProductCode+ 16 bits of Protocol
Control + 16 bits of CRC) [6]. The tag IDs are uniformly
distributed and dynamically generated with varying random
seed values for every simulation iteration. The simulated
responses have been averaged over 100 iterations for accuracy
in the results. Table 2 shows the parameters used in the
simulations. Tari, the time interval for a data 0 transmission,
is set to the standard’sminimumof 6.25𝜇s for the highest data
rate (same for reader and tag), conditioning, RTCal, TRCal,
T1, T2, and T3 in accordance with the EPC standard [6]. 𝑃𝑡𝑥
and 𝑃𝑟𝑥 were obtained from [15].

Presented in Figure 1 is the link timing of the four typical
types of slots to perform identification time calculations and

Table 2: Parameters used in simulations.

Parameter Value
Tari 6.25 𝜇s
data rate 160 kbps
RTCal 18.75 𝜇s
TRCal 24.38 𝜇s
𝑇1 18.86 𝜇s
𝑇2 8.13 𝜇s
𝑇3 37.5 𝜇s
Ptx 825mW
Prx 125mW

(1) for energy calculations. The duration of each slot can be
different, and bits 0 and 1 have been considered as 1 Tari for
easiness in calculations. This, in fact, has been applied to all
the protocols, ensuring fairness in the comparison.

The length of the reader commands is set to 3 bits for
all the compared protocols, enough to encode all the needed
commands. BwT, in addition, attaches 𝑊 represented with
log2𝑊+1 bits; andQwT uses the length of the query on every
slot plus the corresponding𝑊 bits. Tag responses are 𝑘 bits
long, except for BwT and QwT which use𝑊 bits and a CRC
of 5 bits and OBTT which transmits the following ID bits to
the received query after the estimation phase.

Figure 5 shows the throughput and the total number
of bits used by the RFID system in the comparison of the
simulated protocols. The calculation of the throughput is
based on the total number of bits transmitted by the reader
and the tags. BwT shows the highest throughput, slightly over
OBTT. The use of the window increases the number of slots
needed to identify the set of tags due to the generation of
go-on slots. OBTT splits the initial set of tags in smaller
subsets and therefore decreases the number of collisions and
total slots. BwT, however, reduces the length of tag responses
causing a BwT collision to spend less time than that of an
OBTT. This is directly reflected on the throughput, meaning
that the time BwT spends with go-on slots plus the time saved
in collisions with low 𝑊 values is less than the time OBTT
spends on collisions.
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Figure 4: Selected 𝛽 = 0,2 to obtain a high throughput, and a reduced energy consumption, low number of slots, and reader bits per tag in
an interrogation cycle.

The window, therefore, contributes to reducing the num-
ber of tag transmitting bits, which is shown on Figure 5(b)
showing BwT as the least bit consuming protocol. Although
QwT also uses the window, the excessive number of bits
demanded by the reader transmitting queries causes a higher
increase in the total number of bits than that of the BwT,
decreasing also the throughput of the system. OBTT presents
good results also in both metrics thanks to its estimation
phase at the beginning of the identification and the use of
Manchester coding in the interrogation of the tags. This

codification helps the reader to track collisions bit by bit,
which in the end affects the total number of bits transmitted
by reducing them. FTTP also presents an estimation phase in
the beginning; however, it does not use Manchester coding
and cannot reach the throughput of OBTT.

Simulations results per tag are shown in Figure 6. The
energy consumed by the reader to identify 1 tag is shown
in Figure 6(a). The energy consumed has been calculated
using (1). In this comparison, BwT outperforms the other
compared protocols for all the different sets of tags. The
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Figure 5: Simulation results of the throughput (a) and the total number of bits transmitted in the identification of several sets of tags (b).
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energy consumed to identify 1 tag is not affected by the total
number of tags existing in the range of the antenna in BwT.
OBTT and FTTP, however, show slight increases in dense and
low populated tag environments, respectively. QwT shows
a high increase when there are a few tags on the range of
the reader’s antenna and BT shows the worst results of the
comparison.

As the bit window technique modifies the number of tag
transmitting bits per slot, Figure 6(b) shows the improvement
caused by the window in QwT and BwT as the least tag bit
transmitting protocols, quite the opposite of BT. Although
BwT and QwT tags need to use CRCs, they transmit the low-
est number of bits.

The decrease in tag transmitting bits shown by the
windowed protocols BwT and QwT is achieved at the cost of
an increase in go-on slots. Figure 6(c) presents both protocols
as the most slot consuming protocols to identify a tag. FTTP
and OBTT, using the estimation phase, provide the best
performance in terms of slots, where the bit tracking protocol
OBTT stands out with only 2 slots to identify a tag. Notice
also that despite the need of both windowed protocols of the
highest number of slots, BwT saves more than 50% of the
reader bits transmitted compared with that of QwT. QwT
tags demand that the reader transmit long queries, which
increases the number of reader bits.

Summing up, BwT reduces the number of tag transmit-
ting bits thanks to the use of the window and avoids transmit-
ting queries. This fact results in a deep reduction of the total
transmitted bits reducing the energy consumed by the reader
and increasing the throughput of the RFID system. These
results show evidence of BwT being a good candidate which
seeks for a high throughput under low energy consumption.

5. Conclusions

An anticollision protocol, called BwT, has been presented in
this paper. BwT applies the window procedure to the BT pro-
tocol including an additional counter in the tags in order to
manage the number of ID bits they transmit and the bits they
have already transmitted. BwT has been compared to several
state-of-the-art anticollision protocols outperforming them
in terms of throughput and decreasing the energy consumed
by the reader to identify 1 tag. Therefore, simulations showed
that BwT can be considered as a good RFID anticollision
candidate in passive RFID systems.

Definition of Symbols and Variables

𝑡𝑅: Time needed to transmit a reader
command

𝑡𝑇: Time needed to transmit a tag response
𝑇1: Time the tags need to generate a response
𝑇2: Time the reader needs to receive a

response
𝑇3: Max. time a reader waits before

considering the slot idle
𝑃𝑡𝑥: Reader transmission power
𝑃𝑟𝑥: Reader reception power
𝐸: Energy consumed by reader

𝑘: Length of a tag ID
𝐿: Length of a query
𝑊: Size of the window.
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